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“Bull-markets are born on pessimism, grow on skepticism,  
mature on optimism and die on euphoria”

JOHN TEMPLETON 

2022 was a difficult year for most asset classes; in fixed income, the Bloomberg US Aggregate Index recorded its worst return since 

its inception in 1973 and the S&P 500 Index recorded its worst year since the global financial crisis. For those seeking refuge in 

overseas assets, the dollar compounded the pain, broadly appreciating and reaching valuations not seen since the Volcker era. 

Although a painful adjustment, the yields available in fixed income returned to levels comparable to those before the global financial 

crisis. As John Templeton famously said: “Bull-markets are born on pessimism, grow on skepticism, mature on optimism and die on 

euphoria”. With investor pessimism at close to record levels, a significant amount of bad news is arguably now priced into markets. 

Looking forward to the year ahead, moderating inflation and a clearer idea of the terminal level of rates should help to stabilize 

sentiment. If the upward trend in yields draws to a close, the level of income available in credit markets should be sufficient to 

generate attractive long-term returns, with spreads at levels that could be overcompensating investors even in a scenario where 

default rates are at historically extreme levels. 

• 2022: Ten issues that defined the year: A combination of rising yields, declining equity markets and a strengthening US dollar  

made 2022 an extremely challenging year for many investors. Despite this, pension funded levels improved over the year.

• Pension news: Fitch Ratings have concluded that US state and local pensions are unlikely to face a UK-style liquidity crisis as 

leveraged strategies are not commonly used in the US, and there has been the largest multi-employer rescue to date.

• Credit: Without extreme monetary stimulus, we believe fixed income should offer more certain returns. Utilizing a more flexible 

approach to active credit management could potentially allow enhanced returns by embracing BBB credit as the center of gravity for an 

investment grade allocation. 

• The return of attractive long-term income-based returns: A combination of rising government bond yields and widening credit spreads 

drove absolute yields back to levels similar to those before the global financial crisis. For the first time in years, credit markets potentially offer a 

way to achieve long-term return objectives via income alone.

• Key risks: A policy mistake by the Fed could raise the risks of domestic recession; spiraling food and energy prices could increase 

global geopolitical uncertainty; in Europe, economic activity is expected to contract, but rates are headed upward, potentially 

deepening the economic pain and spilling over to the global economy. 

• Educational section: We take a deeper look at the long-term growth outlook for China. The pandemic response has caused a period 

of severe economic volatility; corporate and local government balance sheets have become impaired; and the property sector 

appears to be in a structural slowdown that could last for years. This has led to fears of a balance-sheet recession. 
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2022:  
TEN THINGS THAT DEFINED THE YEAR 

1. Inflation peaked at a higher level than expected

Inflation started the year at levels uncomfortably above the Fed’s 
inflation target and gained further momentum through the first 
half of the year. Inflationary pressures were exacerbated by the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine, which pushed the prices of several 
key commodities upwards. The headline Consumer Price Index 
peaked at 9.1% year on year in June before slowly moderating.  
The consensus forecast for inflation started the year at 3.9% and 

ended the year at 7.5%. 

2. The Fed raised rates aggressively

At the start of the year the Fed Funds rate stood at a range of  
0% to 0.25% and there was an expectation that policy would be 
gradually tightened. As it became clear that inflation was far from 
transitory, the Federal Open Markets Committee (FOMC) adapted 
their position and hiked aggressively to regain market credibility. 
Between June and November, the FOMC enacted four back-to-
back 75bp hikes – and by year end had increased the Fed Funds 
rate to a range of 4.25% to 4.50%. Further rate hikes are expected 

in 2023, with a peak around mid-year. 

3. Bond yields moved upwards and the curve inverted

The yield curve shifted upwards, most notably in shorter 
maturities, with the two-year yield rising by 369bp to end the year 
at 4.43%. Longer-maturity yields moved upwards, but to a lesser 
degree, with the yield curve inverting as a result. 30-year yields 

ended the year 206bp higher at 3.96%. 

4. Credit spreads widened 

The Fed’s aggressive policy response saw fixed income investors 
rush for the exits, pushing credit spreads wider. The Bloomberg 
Corporate Credit Index ended the year with a spread of 130bp, 
38bp higher over the year.  At the long-end of the credit curve, 
BBB-rated issuers underperformed other credit segments, with 
the spread of the Bloomberg Long BBB Corporate Credit Index 

widening by 39bp to end the year at 193bp. 

5. The growth outlook softened

The consensus forecast for 2022 US growth was 3.9% at the start of 
the year. This steadily declined as the Fed tightened policy, reaching 
a low of 1.6% in September before climbing marginally into year-end 
to 1.9%. Consensus forecasts for 2023 also declined, from 2.5% at 

the start of the year to just 0.3% by the end of December. 

6. Equity markets declined, rounding off an 
incredibly difficult year for investors

The combination of softening growth forecasts, tighter monetary 

policy and higher yields acted as a significant headwind to equity 

markets. The S&P 500 Index ended the year down by just over 18% 

on a total return basis, while the tech heavy NASDAQ Index ended 

the year down by just over 32%. With both bond markets and 

equity markets experiencing meaningful negative returns,  

2022 was a historically difficult year for investors (see Figure 1). 

All data on this page is sourced from Bloomberg and is as of December 31, 2022. 1 Insight and Bloomberg as at 31 December 2022. 

Figure 1: 2022 – A bad year for bonds and equities (S&P 500 Index vs US Treasury returns (1872 – 2022)1
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7. The US dollar soared 

The US dollar broadly appreciated over the year. Based on 

traditional measures of value for currencies such as the Fed’s 

Trade Weighted Real Broad Dollar Index, the US dollar reached 

valuations not seen since the Volcker era, when former Fed Chair 

Paul Volcker took US interest rates to 20%. 

8. The ESG debate heated up 

Individual states started to differentiate their approaches to ESG in 

investment. Although many investors accept that understanding 

relevant and material risks may help in deciding whether an asset 

is over or underpriced, the use of investments to pursue real-

world environmental or social impacts is more controversial. 

9. Pension funded status improved

Insight maintains two model pension indices. The Traditional 

Pension Index aims to reflect those plans that have not yet 

adopted LDI. The LDI Pension Index aims to reflect those plans 

that have adopted LDI in the fixed income portion of their 

portfolio. The funded status of the Traditional index increased  

by 10% and the LDI index increased by 1.8% (see page 3). 

10. Multi-employer plans were rescued

The Pension Benefit Guarantee Corp (PBGC) released its 2021 

Fiscal Year Projections Report, with the Multi-Employer Insurance 

Program showing an improved financial outlook, largely as a result 

of the Special Financial Assistance Program (SFA) enacted in the 

American Rescue Plan. Prior to the enactment of the SFA the 

PBGC had projected that the program would have become 

insolvent in 2026.

PENSION NEWS

Fitch Ratings state US pensions unlikely to face UK  
style crisis2

Analysis by Fitch Ratings concluded that US state and local 

pensions are unlikely to face a UK style liquidity crisis as 

leveraged strategies are not commonly used in the US. However, 

the rating agency did note that “US public pension funds’ 

investment return assumptions incentivize higher yielding asset 

investments, posing the risk of deeper losses in a market 

downturn”. Fitch also noted that the investment return 

assumptions used by state and local pensions remained 

“unrealistically high”. 

Largest multi-employer rescue made

The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation approved Special 

Financial Assistance to the Central States, Southeast & 

Southwest Areas Pension Plan3. This provided the plan with 

$36bn in assistance. The plan has over 350,000 participants 

across industries such as transportation, construction and food 

processing. 

2 https://www.fitchratings.com/research/us-public-finance/us-public-pensions-unlikely-to-face-uk-pension-style-crisis-14-10-2022 
3 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/12/08/fact-sheet-president-biden-announces-historic-relief-to-
protect-hard-earned-pensions-of-hundreds-of-thousands-of-union-workers-and-retirees/ 
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PENSION  
TRENDS

PENSION FUNDED STATUS UPDATE

Insight maintains two model pension indices. The Traditional 

Pension Index aims to reflect those plans that have not yet 

adopted LDI. The LDI Pension Index aims to reflect those 

plans that have adopted LDI in the fixed income portion of 

their portfolio. Historically both have assumed a 60% 

allocation to growth assets and a 40% allocation to bonds, 

but since year end 2021 we have updated the LDI index to 

have a 50% allocation to bonds, reflecting higher levels of 

hedging in plans implementing LDI strategies. 

Q4 funded status impact: Rates increased by 11bp over the 

quarter and spreads decreased by 29bp, resulting in a 18bp 

decrease in discount rates. Growth assets increased by 8.6%. 

Both of our pension indices saw their funded status improve over 

Q4, primarily due to a strong performance from growth assets. 

The Traditional index, which contains core fixed income, saw its 

funded status increase by 3.1% to 106.9%, while the LDI index, 

which contains long duration fixed income, saw its funded status 

increase by 2.4% to 108.5%2. The Traditional index outperformed 

primarily due to its greater exposure to growth assets.

Over 2022 as a whole: The funded status of the Traditional index 

increased by 10% and the LDI index increased by 1.8%. 

4 Source: Insight and Bloomberg. Data as of December 31, 2022. Note: Beginning in 2014, we introduced two indices to provide insight into 
the impact of rate and market movements on three types of pension plan investors. Traditional Pension Index: The index reflecting those 
pensions that have not yet adopted LDI. LDI Pension Index: The index reflecting those who have adopted LDI in the fixed income portion of 
their portfolio. Assumptions behind the Insight indices include 14-year typical pension liability duration, 45% equity allocation, an aggregate 
5% liability impact of updated mortality assumptions effective Q4 2014 and no external cashflows. WHERE MODEL OR SIMULATED RESULTS 
ARE PRESENTED, THEY HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS. CLIENTS’ ACTUAL RESULTS MAY BE MATERIALLY DIFFERENT THAN THE 
RESULTS PRESENTED. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, MODEL RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING AND MAY 
NOT REFLECT THE IMPACT THAT MATERIAL ECONOMIC AND MARKET FACTORS MIGHT HAVE HAD ON INSIGHT’S DECISION-MAKING IF 
ACTUAL CLIENT FUNDS WERE BEING MANAGED. ALSO, SINCE SUCH TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER 
OR OVER-COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IN ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING 
PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. MODEL RESULTS 
ARE ACHIEVED THROUGH THE RETROACTIVE APPLICATION OF A MODEL. MODEL RESULTS SHOWN DO NOT REFLECT MANAGEMENT FEES, 
TRANSACTION COSTS AND OTHER EXPENSES THAT WOULD REDUCE RETURNS. THIS IS A HYPOTHETICAL MODEL. THE QUOTED 
BENCHMARKS DO NOT REFLECT DEDUCTIONS FOR FEES, EXPENSES OR TAXES. THE BENCHMARKS ARE UNMANAGED AND DO NOT 
REFLECT ACTUAL TRADING. THERE COULD BE MATERIAL FACTORS RELEVANT TO ANY SUCH COMPARISON SUCH AS DIFFERENCES IN THE 
VOLATILITY, AND REGULATORY AND LEGAL RESTRICTIONS BETWEEN THE INDEXES SHOWN AND THE STRATEGY. INVESTORS CANNOT 
INVEST DIRECTLY IN ANY INDEX.  

Figure 2: Plan funding ratios increased over the quarter4
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Treasury yields in the short area of the curve rose over the quarter 

as the Fed continued to raise rates. In the intermediate area of the 

curve rates stabilized, with markets focusing on the expectation 

that rates will peak in mid-2023. Longer maturity yields drifted 

upwards, underperforming the intermediate area of the curve. 

Corporate credit spreads tightened, with lower-rated credits 

outperforming. Longer-maturity issues outperformed, with the 

Bloomberg Long Corporate Index outperforming the Bloomberg 

Long Treasury Index. 

US equity markets ended the year very strongly, with the S&P 500 

Index rising by over 7%, but down over 18% on the year. 

The US dollar, as measured by the dollar index, declined sharply over 

the quarter, but still recorded strong gains over the year as a whole.

ECONOMICS  
AND MARKETS 

Table 1: Q4 2022 Fixed Income/Equity Index Returns (%) and Volatility Index Levels5

Index Q4 total return 2022 total return Q4 excess return 2022 excess return

Bloomberg Treasury Index 0.72 -12.46 - -

Bloomberg Intermediate Treasury Index 1.02 -7.77 - -

Bloomberg Long TreasuryIndex -0.59 -29.26 - -

Bloomberg Corporate Index 3.63 -15.76 2.68 -1.25

Bloomberg Intermediate Corporate Index 2.72 -9.40 1.45 -0.84

Bloomberg Long Corporate Index 5.40 -25.62 5.34 -1.62

BofA Merrill Lynch High Yield (H0A0) 3.98 -11.22 - -

S&P 500 Index 7.56 -18.11 - -

MSCI Emerging Markets Equity Index 9.70 -20.09 - -

Dollar Index -7.67 8.21 - -

VIX6 22 - - -

MOVE56 122 - - -

5 Source: Bloomberg. Data as of December 31, 2022.  
6 VIX and MOVE are actual value at month end. 

KEY MARKET MOVEMENTS: Q4 2022

THOUGHTS FOR 2023

We provide our outlook for the year ahead in our Thoughts for 2023

A consequence of the upwards adjustment in interest rates is that investors now have a realistic 

alternative to generate returns without having to resort to higher risk assets or sacrificing liquidity to 

add incremental yield.

• Investment grade credit: for the first time since before the global financial crisis, it is 

potentially possible to achieve long-term return objectives via income alone 

• High yield: with yields at a significant premium to other credit markets, we explore three 

reasons high yield may be less risky than commonly perceived 

• Secured finance: US consumers appear well placed to weather recession, and US consumer 

backed debts make up the largest and deepest segment of secured finance markets 

• Convertible bonds: convertibles may be a way to participate in any future equity market 

recovery while benefiting from bond-like structures in the event of further downside 

• Municipal bonds: we outline four advantages municipal bonds have over corporate credit, 

making munis a potentially attractive way to diversify corporate credit risk

FURTHER READING

INSIGHT INVESTMENT 
THOUGHTS FOR 2023
DECEMBER 2022

FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED TO RETAIL CLIENTS. 
This strategy is offered by Insight North America LLC (INA) in the United States. INA is 
part of Insight Investment. Performance presented is that of Insight Investment and 
should not specifically be viewed as the performance of INA. Please refer to the 
important disclosures at the back of this document.

https://www.insightinvestment.com/globalassets/documents/us-redesign-documents/perspectives/us-inflation-updateapproaching-a-sticky-peak.pdf
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7 Source: Insight and Bloomberg. Data as of December 31, 2022. F=Forecast. * Bloomberg consensus forecast. 

8 Source: BAML as of September 30, 2022. 

9 Source: Insight and US Treasury. Data as of August 31, 2022. Yr/Yr change is August 31, 2022 versus August 31, 2021. 

TREASURY MARKETS

The yield curve shifted upwards and marginally steepened 

The FOMC hiked rates to a range of 4.25% to 4.50% but moderated 

the pace of tightening from 75bp per meeting to 50bp. Two-year 

yields ended the quarter at 4.43%, 15bp higher. At the longer  

end of the curve, 30-year yields ended the quarter at 3.96%,  

19bp higher.

Figure 3: Treasury yield curve change8
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Declining deficits to reduce issuance across the curve

At its November 2022 presentation, the US Treasury Borrowing 

Advisory Committee estimated that tax receipts for the 2022 

financial year totaled $4.896 trillion (+21%). Total outlays were 

$6.21 trillion (-9%) over the same period. 

 

The Treasury’s Office of Fiscal Projections forecast a net privately 

held marketable borrowing need of $550bn for Q4 FY2022, 

$150bn higher than the estimate at the last meeting. For Q1 

FY2023 the estimated net borrowing need was $578bn with an 

end March cash balance of $500bn (vs $700bn at end December).

It was noted that confidence in the estimates was low and that 

risks to borrowing estimates were to the upside, due to 

uncertainty around monetary and fiscal policy and the strength  

of the economy.

Table 3: US Treasury net marketable borrowing9

Market ($bn) 2020 FY

 

2021 FY

 

2022 FY

Yr/Yr 

change

Bills issuance 2,652 -1,315 -70 1,245

Floating rate issuance 54 101 47 -55

2-5yr Treasury issuance 477 849 334 -515

5-10yr Treasury issuance 425 1,066 791 -275

Over 10yr Treasury issuance 354 674 527 -147

5-10yr TIPS 37 27 22 -5

Over 10yr TIPS 16 18 20 2

Buybacks 0 0 0 0

Total 4,014 1,420 1,670 250

Table 2: Consensus GDP and CPI expectations7

Real GDP Consensus* Change over Q4 CPI Consensus* Change over Q4

2021 2022F 2023F 2022F 2023F 2021 2022F 2023F 2022F 2023F

United States 5.7 1.9 0.3 0.3 -0.5 United States 4.7 8.0 4.0 0.0 0.2

Euro area 5.3 3.2 -0.1 0.3 -0.3 Euro area 2.6 8.5 6.1 0.3 1.1

Japan 1.7 1.4 1.2 -0.2 -0.3 Japan -0.3 2.4 1.8 0.3 0.4

China 8.1 3.0 4.8 -0.3 -0.3 China 0.9 2.1 2.3 -0.2 0.0

Developed markets 5.2 2.6 0.4 0.3 -0.5 Developed markets 3.5 8.6 5.3 0.2 0.7

Emerging markets 6.6 3.1 3.9 0.1 -0.3 Emerging markets 3.2 6.4 5.8 0.0 0.7

Global 5.8 3.0 2.1 0.1 -0.4 Global 4.0 7.5 5.2 0.3 0.6

ECONOMICS

Forecasts for global growth in 2023 continued to trend lower over 

the quarter as higher rates are expected to weigh on economic 

activity. Both the UK and eurozone are now expected to experience 

a contraction in GDP during 2023, dragging the aggregate forecast 

for developed market growth down to just 0.4%. Despite tighter 

monetary policy, forecasts for inflation continued to move upwards, 

with inflation expected to moderate in 2023 versus 2022, but to 

remain well above central bank targets in most developed markets.
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A STRONG YEAR FOR CORPORATE REVENUES

Data from Factset11 shows analysts expect revenue growth for the corporates that make up the S&P 500 Index to be 10.4% in 2022, 

the second consecutive year of double-digit growth. This is well above ten-year average levels of 4.1%. A key driver of this is the 

energy sector where revenues are expected to grow by 45.1%. Corporate earnings are expected to grow by 5.1% over the year,  

again driven by the energy sector where earnings are expected to grow by 151.7%. 

CREDIT MARKETS

Without extreme monetary stimulus, fixed income  
offers more certain returns

In our view, equity markets are significantly more vulnerable in a world 

transitioning away from extraordinary monetary policy. We expect 

corporate credit to be more resilient, given the contractual nature  

of returns. From 2010 to 2021 (a QE-heavy decade), US equities 

returned 16.9% pa, but in the previous decade (a more tumultuous  

era with far less QE) they returned less than 0.5% pa (Figure 5). 

Figure 4: Riskier fixed income fared better than equities through a less QE-driven market10

2000 to 2011 (turbulent markets and lighter QE era) 2010 to 2021 (heavy QE era)
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However, investment grade markets actually delivered higher 

average returns in the decade with lower QE, at 6.8% versus 5.6%. 

Volatility was also relatively low in both periods, making it a 

potentially ideal choice for a core fixed income allocation. 

Similarly, high yield returns were almost identical in both periods, 

again higher in the 2000s at 7.5% pa versus 7.4% pa. Volatility, 

however, was somewhere between investment grade and 

equities, potentially making it more suitable as a direct equity 

replacement for those with higher risk appetite or as a more 

strategic or tactical allocation (Figure 5). 

Allocating to investment grade and/or high yield 

Given macro uncertainties, we expect to see increased demand 

for fixed income cashflows, particularly in investment grade  

credit given historically negligible default rates (issuers tend to  

be downgraded first) but also high yield.

Investors looking to allocate to a high credit quality portfolio can 

achieve a 5% to 6% yield on investment grade indices. We believe 

that with an active and flexible multi-sector approach to portfolio 

construction, investors can do better still, taking their yield up 

towards 7%. 

We believe active multi-sector investors can enhance returns by 

embracing BBB credit as the center of gravity for an investment 

grade allocation, while complementing the allocation with tactical 

exposure to areas such as global credit, high yield, emerging 

market debt and structured credit. Within an active multi-sector 

approach, we believe that investors should emphasize security 

selection and sub-sector selection with strong underlying asset 

coverage and good visibility of revenues, earnings, and cashflows.  

There are several sub-sectors that are still recovering from the 

height of the pandemic (such as autos or discretionary healthcare 

spending or aerospace manufacturing) and “secular winners” 

such as companies benefiting from corporate software 

investment, defense spending or from the continuing transition  

to digital media and online retail.  

10 Source: Bloomberg, Insight calculation, November 8, 2022  11 Source: https://advantage.factset.com/hubfs/Website/Resources%20
Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_121522C.pdf
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12 Source: Credit Market Strategist: End of an era for 30yr supply, published 9 December 2022. 13 Source: Insight and Bloomberg. Data as of 
December 31, 2022. 14 Source: Barclays research. Data as of December 31, 2022. 15 Source: Barclays research. Data as of December 31, 2022.

Credit market performance

Credit spreads tightened in Q4, with aggregate US corporate 

spreads ending the quarter 29bp lower than where they began. 

The long section of the credit curve outperformed, as did lower 

rated credits. 

Table 4: Average spread (bp) of corporate bonds13

Bloomberg  
Index

Dec 31, 
2021

Sep 30, 
2022

Dec 31, 
2022

Change 
Q4

Weight 
(%)

Corporate 92 159 130 -29 100.0%

Intermediate 68 139 116 -23 60.4%

Long 130 198 158 -40 39.6%

– Long AAA 74 111 77 -34

– Long AA 91 129 100 -29

– Long A 104 158 124 -34

– Long BBB 154 237 193 -44

Issuance breakdown 

Issuance continued to be subdued in Q4, running well below the 

levels seen in the same quarter of 2021. In US high yield issuers 

remained reluctant to issue new debt, and issuance ended the 

year down by over 78% relative to 2021. Many issuers have 

extended their maturity profiles in recent years, allowing them 

greater flexibility to wait in the hope of better market conditions 

before issuing new debt. Critically for pension investors, long-

dated investment grade issuance has fallen sharply, with Bank of 

America estimating that 30-year corporate IG supply declined by 

$50bn in 202211, with the potential for a similar decline in 2023.

Table 5: Gross new US bond issuance in $billions14

Market

2020  

total

2021  

total

2022  

total

Yr/Yr 

change (%)

US investment grade 2,102 1,673 1,404 -16.1%

US high yield 418 469 102 -78.3%

Table 6: High yield issuance breakdown in $billions15

Market 2021 Q4 2022 2022

New issuance 457 16 99

Downgraded to high yield 10 6 20

Called or falling below 12mths 324 32 156

Upgraded to investment grade 55 27 110

Defaults 2 0 8
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Two factors could create highly differentiated outlooks 
at an issuer level

Until there is greater confidence that inflation is under control and 

that the growth outlook has stabilized, the risk of further volatility 

persists. Although spreads have widened broadly, there are two 

significant underlying factors that, combined with more volatile 

conditions, have the potential to create significant dispersion in 

returns between individual issuers:

1. The pandemic has interrupted or accelerated several secular 

trends. As such, several sectors that may appear to be in 

decline or expansion, may just be adjusting to the new 

post-pandemic world. Separating those sectors which are 

seeing activity normalizing, and those experiencing more 

structural changes in demand will be key in the years ahead.

2. Despite the rise in yields, many corporate issuers are insulated 

from the interest rate shock. Through the period of low rates, 

corporates gradually extended their maturity profiles, taking 

advantage of buoyant market conditions to lock in low funding 

costs. As this debt gradually approaches maturity, funding 

costs will creep upwards, but for many issuers it will be years 

before this has a meaningful impact. For those best able to pass 

rising costs onto their customers, the combination of high 

inflation and long maturity fixed rate debt will potentially allow 

debts to be inflated away over time, effectively allowing some 

issuers to naturally deleverage. 

This should create significant potential to add value via sector and 

security selection and active managers should thrive. However, to 

fully benefit from this environment, we believe it will be important 

to have the ability to invest globally, allowing the hunt for optimal 

positions across global markets.

Spreads are at levels that overpay investors for  
default risks

Although partially driven by wider spreads, a key factor in  

the repricing of yields has been a dramatic upward shift in 

government bond yields. This has increased the attractiveness  

of government bonds and may make some investors question  

the necessity of taking the additional risk inherent in credit 

THE RETURN OF ATTRACTIVE LONG-TERM INCOME-BASED RETURNS

A combination of rising government bond yields and widening 

credit spreads created a perfect storm for credit investors over 

2022, driving absolute yields back to levels similar to those seen 

before the global financial crisis and spreads to historically 

attractive levels (see Figure 6). These higher levels of yield mean 

that an allocation to investment grade credit requires less capital 

to achieve long-term return objectives than was necessary just a 

short time ago.

MARKET 
OUTLOOK 

16 Source: Bloomberg as at 30 September 2022. Global investment grade universe represented by ICE BAML Global Corporate index (G0BC).

Figure 5: Absolute yields have returned to levels not seen since before the global financial crisis16 
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investment. We believe this risk is overstated. Spreads are 

sufficiently wide to remain attractive even when assuming a 

historically extreme level of defaults (see Figure 7). Although  

there is a degree of economic uncertainty as central banks  

seek to return inflation back to target, the outlook appears  

far more benign than markets are pricing in.

Figure 6: Spreads remain attractive even when factoring in historically extreme levels of defaults17
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17 Source: Insight, Moody’s and Bloomberg as at 30 September 2022. We categorise extreme as being 95th percentile long-term default 
levels.

Too early to predict a rally in spreads, but there are 
reasons to be more optimistic in the medium term

Although we believe that attractive levels of income are now 

available in credit markets, and that spreads are overpricing the 

risks, we are cautious to predict a rally in spreads in the short 

term. The uncertain outlook, and our expectation of further 

volatility ahead, are likely to keep spreads elevated. At the same 

time government bond yields are likely to remain under pressure 

until inflation is on a very clear downward path, and far closer to 

central bank targets than it is today. 

As we move into 2023 the outlook could, however, change 

considerably. We would note that:

• Markets are already pricing in significant rate hikes from  

global central banks, but a large part of the tightening cycle 

now lies behind us, with rates likely to peak by mid-2023  

in many markets.

• With credit markets now offering a realistic way to generate 

returns without having to resort to higher risk assets, investor 

flows into credit markets should be supportive. This should be 

further buoyed by demand from those seeking to hold fixed 

income as a way to diversify, with the potential for meaningful 

returns if yields decline in a future economic downturn.

• Elevated levels of volatility, combined with structural changes 

in some sectors, is the perfect environment for active 

management, potentially allowing value to be added via  

sector and stock selection.

MARKET OUTLOOKS

Investment grade credit: Both absolute yields and spreads 

remain at levels which suggest a significant amount of bad news  

is priced into markets. Although we expect further monetary 

tightening ahead, the peak in interest rates is likely to occur by 

mid-2023 and, at least in the US, the pace of tightening is slowing, 

and headline inflationary pressures appear to be moderating. The 

outlook for growth has softened but, unlike the global financial 

crisis, banks are well capitalized, and unemployment remains low. 

Many corporates have also insulated themselves from the rise in 

rates by extending their debt maturity profiles when rates were 

low. In aggregate, these factors should limit downgrade risks and 

allow the asset class to generate meaningful returns from income 

alone. At some stage in 2023, as investors become more 

confident about the peak level of interest rates, there is the 

potential for spreads to rally, further buoying returns. 
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High yield credit: Although growth is likely to be softer in 2023, 

and earnings reports are likely to reflect that outlook in the 

months ahead, high yield credit remains extremely well positioned 

relative to previous downturns. Just 5% of European high yield 

issuers have debt maturities in 2023, and 80% of the US high yield 

issuers have no material maturities until 2025. We expect default 

rates to gradually trend upward to around 3% in 2023, which 

would suggest a strong positive return over the year unless yields 

move meaningfully higher. With inflation appearing to have 

peaked, and central banks likely to shift to a more neutral tone by 

mid-year, markets appear to be pricing in a far more pessimistic 

outlook than we believe will occur. This leaves us tactically positive 

and seeking value in selective names and sectors that we believe 

have positive long-term fundamentals. 

Emerging markets: Signs of a moderation in US inflationary 

pressures have led markets to believe the end of the US tightening 

cycle is now in sight, buoying emerging market assets. Although 

valuations are not quite as compelling as they were at the lows, 

we believe a shift in tone at major central banks and growing 

confidence that inflation has peaked globally should continue to 

provide support through 2023. We have become more positive on 

local markets, targeting those countries with steep yield curves 

and high real rates and raised our currency exposures. In hard 

currencies we favor select markets in Africa and Latin America 

versus Asia and Central and Eastern Europe.  

Structured credit: Although further central bank tightening is 

expected in 2023, the end of the rate cycle is now in sight. A 

robust labor market, increasing wages and excess savings built 

during the pandemic mean that consumers are well placed to 

weather a period of higher interest rates, especially in the US. 

In Europe, energy prices are subsiding, and fiscal support appears 

to have proved effective in limiting the economic fallout from the 

war in Ukraine. These factors have allowed markets to rally from 

the more extreme levels of undervaluation seen some months 

ago. Issuance remains light but could pick up in 2023 as various 

central bank funding schemes begin to unwind which could 

provide selective opportunities. We continue to favor issues with 

seniority in the capital structure, robust transaction structures 

that divert cashflow in the event of underperformance, and strong 

underwriting and servicing policies, all of which should act to 

insulate investors in even a severe economic downturn.

Municipal bonds: The historic selloff in the bond markets during 

2022 in response to inflation and the Federal Reserve drove 

municipal yields to spike toward levels not seen in over a decade. 

While the rise in yields makes for a more attractive entry point,  

we believe investors should continue to exercise caution in the 

short term until there is greater confidence in the terminal level  

of interest rates and a stabilization in longer-maturity yields. 

Fundamentally, state and local governments are well positioned 

to weather the macroeconomic challenges, including inflationary 

pressures, higher interest rates, supply chain disruptions and 

labor shortages. Reserve funds have been built, and revenue 

streams are benefiting from strong growth in tax revenues. 

Critically, most municipal issuers provide essential services that 

are needed regardless of the economic environment. Security 

selection remains essential to relative performance in the current 

market environment with a focus toward issuers with solid 

fundamental footing and strong managements.

KEY MARKET RISKS

A policy mistake could raise the risks of domestic 
recession

As it attempts to bring inflation back under control the Fed is 

aggressively tightening policy, increasing the pace of its interest rate 

hikes and reducing its balance sheet. With policy being tightened at a 

pace unseen for decades, the risk of a policy error is not insignificant. 

Events in Europe spiral, causing market dislocations 
around the world

Tensions between Russia and the West have reached levels  

not seen since the Cold War, and the risk of an extreme event is 

growing. This could take the form of a chemical or nuclear attack  

on Ukraine, a coup in Russia or a direct conflict between Russian 

and NATO forces. There is also a risk that other countries such as 

China or India get drawn into the conflict and/or Western sanctions. 

Spiraling food and energy prices could increase 
geopolitical uncertainty

The risk of a supply shock in commodity markets is significant.  

In Europe, efforts to limit Russian energy imports have caused 

European countries to scour the world looking for alternative 

sources of supply, outbidding traditional purchasers. Protests 

about surging food and energy prices are now a common theme 

in many emerging markets and the United Nations has warned  

of a global food crisis that could last for years. Historically, 

increasing food prices has been a precursor to geopolitical 

instability, with potentially unforeseen consequences from 

instability in some countries.
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18 Source: https://www.insightinvestment.com/globalassets/documents/us-redesign-documents/perspectives/us-global-macro-china-rising-
risks-of-a-balance-sheet-recession.pdf

EDUCATIONAL: CHINA – RISING RISKS OF  
A BALANCE SHEET RECESSION18

• The pandemic response has caused a period of severe economic volatility; corporate and 

local government balance sheets have become impaired, and the property sector appears  

to be in a structural slowdown that could last for years. This has led to fears of a balance-

sheet recession in China. 

• Although aggregate debt levels are concerning, and growth is structurally weakening,  

there are still significant policy options available. 

• Comparisons with Japan in the late 1980s suggest some similarities, but key differences  

are also apparent.

• We do not believe that China is in a balance-sheet recession yet, but the risks are 

meaningfully higher than they were a few years ago. A transfer of leverage from  

corporates and local governments to central government seems a likely solution. 

To read more click here.
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FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS, QUALIFIED INVESTORS, INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS AND  
WHOLESALE INVESTORS ONLY. NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL.
PLEASE REFER TO THE IMPORTANT INFORMATION AT THE BACK OF THIS DOCUMENT.

Click to read more

https://www.insightinvestment.com/globalassets/documents/us-redesign-documents/perspectives/us-global-macro-china-rising-risks-of-a-balance-sheet-recession.pdf
https://www.insightinvestment.com/globalassets/documents/us-redesign-documents/perspectives/us-global-macro-china-rising-risks-of-a-balance-sheet-recession.pdf
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INDEX DEFINITIONS
Information about the indices shown here is provided to allow for comparison of the performance of the strategy to that of certain well known and widely 
recognized indices. There is no representation that such index is an appropriate benchmark for such comparison. You cannot invest directly in an index and 
the indices represented do not take into account trading commissions and/or other brokerage or custodial costs. The volatility of the indices may be materially 
different from that of the strategy. In addition, the strategy’s holdings may differ substantially from the securities that comprise the indices shown. 

The ICE BofA US Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the U.S. domestic 
market. 

The ICE BofA 15-Year+ US Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US 
domestic market with a remaining term to maturity above 15-years. 

The Bloomberg Industrial Aaa Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the 
U.S. domestic market with a Aaa rating from Moody’s. 

The Bloomberg Industrial Aa Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade industrial corporate debt publicly issued 
in the U.S. domestic market with a Aa rating from Moody’s. 

The Bloomberg Industrial A Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade industrial corporate debt publicly issued in 
the U.S. domestic market with a A rating from Moody’s. 

The Bloomberg Industrial Baa Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade industrial corporate debt publicly issued 
in the U.S. domestic market with a Baa rating from Moody’s 

The Bloomberg US Corporate Investment Grade Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade industrial corporate debt 
publicly issued in the US domestic market. 

The Bloomberg US Long Corporate Bond Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US 
domestic market with a remaining term to maturity above 10-years. 

The ICE BofA AAA US Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US 
domestic market with AAA ratings.

The ICE BofA AA US Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US domestic 
market with AA ratings. 

The ICE BofA A US Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US domestic 
market with A ratings. 

The ICE BofA BBB US Corporate Index measures market performance of USD-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US 
domestic market with BBB ratings. 

The ICE BofA BB US High Yield Index measures market performance of USD-denominated high yield corporate debt publicly issued in the US domestic market 
with BB ratings. 

The ICE BofA B US High Yield Index measures market performance of USD-denominated high yield corporate debt publicly issued in the US domestic market 
with B ratings.

The Bloomberg US Corporate High Yield Index measures market performance of USD-denominated high yield corporate debt publicly issued in the US 
domestic market. 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
This document has been prepared by Insight North America LLC (INA), a registered investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and 
regulated by the US Securities and Exchange Commission. INA is part of ‘Insight’ or ‘Insight Investment’, the corporate brand for certain asset management 
companies operated by Insight Investment Management Limited including, among others, Insight Investment Management (Global) Limited, Insight 
Investment International Limited and Insight Investment Management (Europe) Limited (IIMEL).

Opinions expressed herein are current opinions of Insight, and are subject to change without notice. Insight assumes no responsibility to update such 
information or to notify a client of any changes. Any outlooks, forecasts or portfolio weightings presented herein are as of the date appearing on this material 
only and are also subject to change without notice. Insight disclaims any responsibility to update such views. No forecasts can be guaranteed.

Nothing in this document is intended to constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any product or service (nor shall any product 
or service be offered or sold to any person) in any jurisdiction in which either (a) INA is not licensed to conduct business, and/or (b) an offer, solicitation, 
purchase or sale would be unavailable or unlawful.

This document should not be duplicated, amended, or forwarded to a third party without consent from INA. This is a marketing document intended for 
institutional investors only and should not be made available to or relied upon by retail investors. This material is provided for general information only and 
should not be construed as investment advice or a recommendation. You should consult with your adviser to determine whether any particular investment 
strategy is appropriate.

Assets under management (AUM) represented by the value of the client’s assets or liabilities Insight is asked to manage. These will primarily be the mark-to-
market value of securities managed on behalf of clients, including collateral if applicable. Where a client mandate requires Insight to manage some or all of a 
client’s liabilities (e.g. LDI strategies), AUM will be equal to the value of the client specific liability benchmark and/or the notional value of other risk exposure 
through the use of derivatives. Regulatory assets under management without exposures can be provided upon request. Unless otherwise specified, the 
performance shown herein is that of Insight Investment (for Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS), the ‘firm’) and not specifically of Insight North 
America. A copy of the GIPS composite disclosure page is available upon request.

Past performance is not a guide to future performance, which will vary. The value of investments and any income from them will fluctuate and is not 
guaranteed (this may partly be due to exchange rate changes). Future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of principal may occur.

Targeted returns intend to demonstrate that the strategy is managed in such a manner as to seek to achieve the target return over a normal market cycle 
based on what Insight has observed in the market, generally, over the course of an investment cycle. In no circumstances should the targeted returns be 
regarded as a representation, warranty or prediction that the specific deal will reflect any particular performance or that it will achieve or is likely to achieve 
any particular result or that investors will be able to avoid losses, including total losses of their investment.

The information shown is derived from a representative account deemed to appropriately represent the management styles herein. Each investor’s portfolio is 
individually managed and may vary from the information shown. The mention of a specific security is not a recommendation to buy or sell such security. The 
specific securities identified are not representative of all the securities purchased, sold or recommended for advisory clients. It should not be assumed that an 
investment in the securities identified will be profitable. Actual holdings will vary for each client and there is no guarantee that a particular client’s account will 
hold any or all of the securities listed.

The quoted benchmarks within this document do not reflect deductions for fees, expenses or taxes. These benchmarks are unmanaged and cannot be 
purchased directly by investors. Benchmark performance is shown for illustrative purposes only and does not predict or depict the performance of any 
investment. There may be material factors relevant to any such comparison such as differences in volatility, and regulatory and legal restrictions between the 
indices shown and the strategy.

Transactions in foreign securities may be executed and settled in local markets. Performance comparisons will be affected by changes in interest rates. 
Investment returns fluctuate due to changes in market conditions. Investment involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. No assurance can be given 
that the performance objectives of a given strategy will be achieved.

Insight does not provide tax or legal advice to its clients and all investors are strongly urged to consult their tax and legal advisors regarding any potential 
strategy or investment.

Information herein may contain, include or is based upon forward-looking statements within the meaning of the federal securities laws, specifically Section 21E 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Forward-looking statements include all statements, other than statements of historical fact, that address 
future activities, events or developments, including without limitation, business or investment strategy or measures to implement strategy, competitive 
strengths, goals expansion and growth of our business, plans, prospects and references to future or success. You can identify these statements by the fact 
that they do not relate strictly to historical or current facts. Words such as ‘anticipate’, ‘estimate’, ‘expect’, ‘project’, ‘intend’, ‘plan’, ‘believe’, and other similar 
words are intended to identify these forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or 
unknown risks and uncertainties. Many such factors will be important in determining our actual future results or outcomes. Consequently, no forward-looking 
statement can be guaranteed. Our actual results or outcomes may vary materially. Given these uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on these 
forward-looking statements. 

Insight and BNY Mellon Securities Corporation are subsidiaries of BNY Mellon. BNYMSC is a registered broker and FINRA member. BNY Mellon is the corporate 
brand of the Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may also be used as a generic term to reference the Corporation as a whole or its various subsidiaries 
generally. Products and services may be provided under various brand names and in various countries by subsidiaries, affiliates and joint ventures of the Bank 
of New York Mellon Corporation where authorized and regulated as required within each jurisdiction. Unless you are notified to the contrary, the products and 
services mentioned are not insured by the FDIC (or by any government entity) and are not guaranteed by or obligations of the Bank of New York Mellon 
Corporation or any of its affiliates. The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the above data 
and disclaims all expressed or implied warranties in connection there with. Personnel of certain of our BNY Mellon affiliates may act as: (i) registered 
representatives of BNY Mellon Securities Corporation (in its capacity as a registered broker-dealer) to offer securities, (ii) officers of the Bank of New York 
Mellon (a New York chartered bank) to offer bank-maintained collective investment funds and (iii) associated persons of BNY Mellon Securities Corporation (in 
its capacity as a registered investment adviser) to offer separately managed accounts managed by BNY Mellon Investment Management firms.

Disclaimer for Non-US Clients: Prospective clients should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and tax consequences within the countries of their 
citizenship, residence, domicile and place of business with respect to the purchase and ongoing provision of advisory services. No regulator or government 
authority has reviewed this document or the merits of the products and services referenced herein.

This document is directed and intended for ‘institutional investors’ (as such term is defined in various jurisdictions). By accepting this document, you agree (a) 
to keep all information contained herein (the ‘Information’) confidential, (b) not use the Information for any purpose other than to evaluate a potential 
investment in any product described herein, and (c) not to distribute the Information to any person other than persons within your organization or to your 
client that has engaged you to evaluate an investment in such product.

Telephone conversations may be recorded in accordance with applicable laws.
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